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ARTICLES

Moscow Rules? ‘Red’ Unionism and
‘Class Against Class’ in Britain,
Canada, and the United States,
1928-1935

John Manley

Introduction

FROM THE 1950S UNTIL THE 1970S, historians of British and North American Com-

munism tended to emphasize the political subservience of the British, American,

and Canadian parties [CPGB, CPUSA, CPC] to the Soviet Union and the “line” of the

Russian-dominated Communist International [Comintern]. “Perhaps the most

compelling reason for studying the CPC,” historian William Rodney observed, “is

to be found in [its] subordination to Moscow through what can only be termed

moral control exercised at a great distance, surely a fascinating phenomenon, and

one of the most extraordinary political relationships of recent times.”
1

At no time

John Manley, “Moscow Rules? ‘Red’ Unionism and ‘Class Against Class’ in Britain, Can-

ada, and the United States, 1928-1935,” Labour/Le Travail, 56 (Fall 2005), 9-49.

1
Theodore Draper, The Roots of American Communism (New York 1957); Draper, Ameri-

can Communism and Soviet Russia (New York 1960); Irving Howe and Lewis Coser, The

American Communist Party: A Critical History, 1919-1957 (Boston 1957); Joseph Starobin,

American Communism in Crisis, 1943-1957 (Cambridge, MA 1972); Bert Cochran, Labor

and Communism: The Conflict that Shaped American Unions (Princeton 1977); Henry

Pelling, The British Communist Party; A Historical Profile (London 1958); William

Rodney, Soldiers of the International: A History of the Communist Party of Canada,

1919-1929 (Toronto 1968), iv.



did that relationship seem more overt than in the “Third Period” (1928-34), the

years of the “New Line,” “Class Against Class,” and “Social Fascism.” Most “tra-

ditionalist” historians regard this as the Comintern’s darkest hour, the moment

when Stalinism triumphed in the International and Moscow’s intrusions politically

disabled the working-class movement.
2

According to this characterization, Com-

munist industrial work — and for all Communists, the workplace remained at this

point the crucial site of class struggle — was driven less by workers’ needs than by a

need to provide Moscow with evidence of fidelity to the line, and whether in Britain

or North America they achieved this via “spectacular gestures” and “prestige

strikes, the need for which was not understood by the members (though [they]

looked impressive in ... reports to Moscow).” The sad outcome was a “heritage of

violence, martyrdom and misery” and the “isolation of thousands of left-wing la-

bour militants from the mainstream.”
3

Since the 1970s, American historians have led the way in establishing a more

sympathetic orthodoxy.
4

Often viewing the CPUSA from the broadly radical per-
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2
Fernando Claudin, The Communist Movement: From Comintern to Cominform

(Harmondsworth 1975); Roderick Martin, Communism and the British Trade Unions,

1924-1933: A Study of the National Minority Movement (Oxford 1969); Willie Thompson,

The Good Old Cause: British Communism 1920-1991 (London 1992), 44-50; Rodney, Sol-

diers of the International, 147-58; E.J. Hobsbawm, Revolutionaries (London 1977), 4-5, 33,

50. For a useful overview of this debate, see Kevin McDermott and Jeremy Agnew, The

Comintern: A History of International Communism from Lenin to Stalin (Basingstoke and

London 1996). American traditionalists, including several with first-hand knowledge of the

Party, have always been skeptical of revisionist claims. Aileen S. Kraditor, “Jimmy

Higgins”: The Mental World of the American Rank-and-File Communist, 1930-1958 (New

York, Westport, and London 1988), 18-19, n. 11, dismisses revisionist work as

“apologetics,” but unfortunately fails to elaborate. For a more considered response, see The-

odore Draper’s New York Review of Books reflections on the “new historians of Commu-

nism” in A Present of Things Past: Selected Essays (New York 1990), 117-72.
3
Harvey Klehr, The Heyday of American Communism: The Depression Decade (New York

1984), 42-8; Desmond Morton, Working People: An Illustrated History of the Canadian La-

bour Movement (Toronto 1990), 142-45; Ian Angus, Canadian Bolsheviks: The Early Years

of the Communist Party of Canada (Montreal 1981), 274; Brian Pearce, “Some Past Rank

and File Movements” and “The Communist Party and the Labour Left, 1925-1929,” in Mi-

chael Woodhouse and Brian Pearce, Essays on the History of Communism in Britain (Lon-

don 1975), 122-25, 190-92.
4
According to Harvey Klehr and John Earl Haynes, In Denial: Historians, Communism &

Espionage (San Francisco 2003), 79, the “gatekeepers of the historical profession” in the

United States have excluded “traditionalist” views from the major journals. They them-

selves, however, have managed to raise that banner in numerous publications, including

Klehr, The Heyday of American Communism; Klehr and Haynes, The American Communist

Movement: Storming Heaven Itself (New York 1992); Haynes, Red Scare or Red Menace?

American Communism and Anticommunism in the Cold War Era (Chicago 1996), and their

various works in the Yale University Annals of Communism series. Other historians highly



spectives of the “new social history,” they depict a party creatively engaged with

national political culture and as much or more a part of national labour tradition as a

creature of Moscow. For the most part, this image is derived from the Popular Front

years, when the CPUSA proclaimed its essential American-ness and clearly was a vi-

tal component of a broad-based, native radicalism centred on the industrial unions

of the CIO (Committee for Industrial Organisation/Congress of Industrial Organisa-

tions).
5

Many revisionist historians accept the traditional view of the Soviet origins

of the Third Period.
6

Recently, however, some have recognized this Party in the

Third Period, where they see much that is positive in Communist contributions to

anti-racism and mass organizing among unskilled workers and the unemployed,

emphasize the “indigenous” sources of the sectarian “New Line,” and question

whether its impact was disastrous.
7

In recent articles, Rosemary Feurer, Randi

Storch (whose work has been publicly commended by James Barrett), and Robert
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critical of the CPUSA have published major works with prestigious publishers. See, for ex-

ample, Guenter Lewy, The Cause That Failed: Communism in American Political Life (Ox-

ford 1990). Recent works by James G. Ryan, Earl Browder: The Failure of American

Communism (Tuscaloosa 1997) and Vernon L. Pedersen, The Communist Party in Mary-

land, 1919-1957 (Urbana and Chicago 2001), reinstate the determinacy of the Comintern.
5
Early revisionist James R. Prickett argued that the policies of the American party were al-

ways at least as much a product of domestic as international factors. See James Prickett, “The

Communists and the Communist Issue in the American Labor Movement,” PhD disserta-

tion, UCLA 1975; “New Perspectives on American Communism and the Labor Movement,”

in Political Power and Social Theory: A Research Annual, 4 (1984), 3-36. Michael Denning,

The Cultural Front: The Laboring of American Culture in the Twentieth Century (London

and New York 1998) is the apotheosis of what might be called “classic” American revision-

ism. Other examples are Maurice Isserman, Which Side Were You On? The American Com-

munist Party during the Second World War (Middletown, CT 1982); Paul Lyons,

Philadelphia Communists, 1936-1956 (Philadelphia 1982); Roger Keeran, The Communist

Party and the Auto Workers’ Unions (New York 1986); Fraser M. Ottanelli, The Communist

Party of the United States: From the Depression to World War II (New Brunswick, NJ

1991).
6
Lyons, Philadelphia Communists, 22-3; Bruce Nelson, Workers on the Waterfront: Sea-

men, Longshoremen, and Unionism in the 1930s (Urbana and Chicago 1990), 79-80.
7
Keeran, The Communist Party and the Auto Workers’ Unions; James Barrett and Rob Ruck,

“Introduction,” Steve Nelson, James R. Barrett, Rob Ruck, Steve Nelson: American Radical

(Pittsburgh 1981), xiv; Mark Solomon, The Cry Was Unity: Communists and African Ameri-

cans, 1917-1936 (Jackson 1998) (this is true of Solomon despite his description of the Third

Period line as one of “mind-bending nastiness and sectarianism,” xxiv); Robin D.G. Kelley,

Hammer and Hoe: Alabama Communists during the Great Depression (Chapel Hill 1990).

For recent British work, see Kevin Morgan, Harry Pollitt (Manchester 1993); Nina Fishman,

The British Communist Party and the Trade Unions, 1933-1945 (Aldershot 1995); Andrew

Thorpe, The British Communist Party and Moscow,1920-1943 (Manchester 2000); Mat-

thew Worley, Class Against Class: The Communist Party in Britain Between the Wars (Lon-

don 2002).



Cherny accept that Moscow and New York exercised central control over the dis-

tricts, but that local and individual agency ensured that the Communist experience

was not, in Storch’s words, “singular, totalitarian, or heavy-handed.” Moscow’s in-

fluence “made its way into [Chicago’s] Communist publications, meetings, and

slogans,” but it was mediated by the “sense of justice, honesty, and reality” and

“elastic notions of local party discipline” exhibited by members of the city’s Con-

trol Commission, who “had a large part in determining Chicago’s Communist char-

acter” and creating “an elastic party culture where a diverse set of behaviors passed

in the name of Communism.” Cherny, in his account of the California party, detects

a “significant degree of resistance to some Comintern policies ... considerable au-

tonomy in developing tactics ... a significant degree of autonomy in policy making

by both national and local leaders ... [and] important limits on such autonomy.”
8

Since the late 1980s, interest in the CPGB has ballooned, and several British his-

torians have produced work strongly influenced by American revisionism.
9

Re-

cently, some have gone beyond the Americans in challenging the traditional

consensus on the dominant-submissive stereotype of Moscow-CPGB relations and

the origins and character of the Third Period. In detailed monographs Andrew

Thorpe and Matthew Worley have posited a British variant of what Theodore

Draper terms the “blend” theory of the determination of party policy, with the new

line an intricate mixture of indigenous and external forces. Worley, for example, ar-

gues that the CPGB was moving left because of the conditions that prevailed after the

1926 General Strike and that internationally the “‘new line’ was determined in ac-

cord with prevailing socio-economic and political conditions, and, initially at least,

understood in relation to national, regional and labour traditions.” Thorpe argues
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8
Rosemary Feurer, “The Nutpickers Union, 1933-34: Crossing the Boundaries of Commu-

nity and Workplace,” in Staughton Lynd, ed., ‘We Are All Leaders’: The Alternative Union-

ism of the 1930s (Urbana and Chicago 1996), 27-50; Robert W. Cherny, “Prelude to the

Popular Front: The Communist Party in California, 1931-1935,” American Communist His-

tory, 1 (2002), 5-42 (quotation on p. 9); Randi Storch, “‘The Realities of the Situation’: Rev-

olutionary Discipline and Everyday Political Life in Chicago’s Communist Party,

1928-1935,” Labor: Studies in the Working-Class History of the Americas, 1 (Fall 2004),

19-44 (quotations 45, 25, 44); James R. Barrett, “The History of American Communism and

Our Understanding of Stalinism,” American Communist History, 2 (December 2003),

175-82. Barrett’s piece is one of several rejoinders to Bryan D. Palmer, “Rethinking the His-

toriography of United States Communism,” American Communist History, 2 (December

2003), 139-73. I have offered a mildly revisionist analysis of the Third Period in Canada in

“Canadian Communists, Revolutionary Unionism, and the ‘Third Period’: The Workers’

Unity League, 1929-1935,” Journal of the Canadian Historical Association, 5 (1994),

167-94, and “Red or Yellow? Canadian Communism and the ‘Long’ Third Period,

1927-1936,” in Matthew Worley, ed., In Search of Revolution: International Communist

Parties in the Third Period (London 2004), 220-46.
9
Kevin Morgan, who produced the first important revisionist study, Against Fascism and

War (Manchester 1989), is a crucial figure in CPGB historiography.



that the CPGB may well have turned to the new line “regardless of ‘orders from Mos-

cow’.” Following Nina Fishman, both credit leading British party members — no-

tably general secretary Harry Pollitt — with actively resisting Moscow’s attempt to

impose an ultra-left reading of Class Against Class on Britain, especially where

trade unionism was concerned.
10

Such views have not gone uncontested (to put it

mildly). In a battery of empirical and historiographical interventions, historians

Alan Campbell and John McIlroy have insisted that the new line was made in Mos-

cow, to serve Stalinist needs, that it did have disastrous consequences for the CPGB,

and that Harry Pollitt’s resistance is a fiction.
11

Their critique has provoked a fierce,

ongoing, and at times unpleasant debate.
12

My aim here is to test these competing claims by looking comparatively at the

industrial work of the British, American, and Canadian parties, and in particular

how they strived for “independent leadership” of the class in the workplace and

dealt with the issue of “red” unionism, which, as American historian James Barrett

notes, was “a critical ideological test of one’s ‘Stalinism’.”
13

The three operated in

distinctive political-cultural formations that necessarily impinged on their work in

peculiar ways. The CPGB was embedded in a labour movement with significant

strengths, its historic defeat in the 1926 General Strike notwithstanding: the Gen-

eral Strike was straddled by the first and second Labour minority governments. De-

spite the long depression in Labour’s coal, steel and engineering heartlands in

Northern England, Scotland, and Wales, between 1927 and 1934 trade union mem-

bership never dropped below 4.4 million or trade union density below 20 per cent of
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10
Worley, Class Against Class, 69; Thorpe, The British Communist Party and Moscow, 16.

11
Alan Campbell and John McIlroy, “Reflections on the Communist Party’s Third Period in

Scotland: The Case of Willie Allan,” Scottish Labour History, 35 (2000), 33-54; John

McIlroy and Alan Campbell, “‘Nina Ponomareva’s Hats’: The New Revisionism, the Com-

munist International, and the Communist Party of Great Britain, 1920-1930,” Labour/Le

Travail, 49 (Spring 2002), 147-87; McIlroy and Campbell, “The Heresy of Arthur Horner,”

Llafur, 8 (2001), 105-18; McIlroy and Campbell, “‘For a Revolutionary Workers’ Govern-

ment’: Moscow, British Communism and Revisionist Interpretations of the Third Period,

1927-1934,” European History Quarterly, 32 (2002), 535-69; McIlroy, “Miner Heroes:

Three Communist Trade Union Leaders,” in John McIlroy, Kevin Morgan, and Alan Camp-

bell, Party People, Communist Lives: Explorations in Biography (London 2001), 143-68;

McIlroy and Campbell, “Histories of the British Communist Party: A User’s Guide,” La-

bour History Review, 68 (April 2003), 31-59.
12

See responses by Fishman, Thorpe, and Worley (and Campbell and McIlroy’s rejoinder)

in Labour History Review, 69 (December 2004) and the exchange in Twentieth Century Brit-

ish History, 15 (2004), 51-107, between Campbell, McIlroy, John Halstead, and Barry

McLoughlin, in one corner, and Gidon Cohen and Kevin Morgan, in the other, over the lat-

ter’s article “Stalin’s Sausage Machine: British Students at the International Lenin School,

1926-1937,” Twentieth Century British History, 13 (2002), 327-55.
13

James R. Barrett, William Z. Foster and the Tragedy of American Radicalism (Urbana and

Chicago 1999), 158.



the workforce, in part because there was a place for semi-skilled and unskilled

workers in the “general” unions and even in some major craft unions like the Engi-

neers. Through the 1920s and early 1930s trade union density in North America

never rose above 10 per cent. The American Federation of Labor [AFL] and its Ca-

nadian satellite, the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada [TLCC], remained over-

whelmingly the preserve of the craftsman and were politically peripheral (the

Socialist Party of America collapsed in the 1920s, and Canada lacked an authentic

national labour party until the formation of the Co-operative Commonwealth Fed-

eration [CCF] in 1932). At the onset of the Great Depression, AFL membership was

barely three million (with almost as many workers enrolled in company unions or

“employee representation” plans). A similar situation prevailed in Canada. There,

moreover, the unions were split into three rival labour “centres,” the TLCC (which

had roughly 70 per cent of Canada’s 322,449 trade unionists), the All-Canadian

Congress of Labour (which, as its name suggests, had its raison d’être in

anti-Americanism), and the Quebec-based and church-run Federation of Catholic

Workers of Canada [FCWC], while the federal government’s late 1920s open-door

immigration policy intensified ethnic divisions within the working class.
14

Our three parties shared membership of the ECCI Anglo-American Secretariat,

which characterized them as “Anglo-Saxon,” a description that bore no resem-

blance to the ethnic composition of the CPC and CPUSA (though British immigrants

did play important industrial roles in both). Both the CPC and CPUSA were over-

whelmingly parties of the foreign-born and the sons and daughters of the for-

eign-born; roughly 90 per cent fell into one of these categories (and mainly the

first). Both were hit hard by “bolshevization,” which in their case primarily meant

an attack on ethnic “federalism.” According to Harvey Klehr, half the American

party membership disappeared virtually overnight in the autumn of 1925, falling

from 14,037 to 7,215 when the call went out to move smartly to multi-national

street and factory “nuclei,” before recovering to between 8,000 and 9,000 in the late

1920s. The fall in Canadian membership was less calamitous, thanks to general

secretary Jack MacDonald’s attempt to implement bolshevization with more care

and understanding of the Finnish and Ukrainian viewpoint than Moscow approved.

CPC membership fell from a high of 4,808 in 1923 to around 3,000 in 1927. Between

the end of the General Strike and the eve of the new line in early 1928, CPGB mem-

bership fell from 8,000 members to 5,000 members.
15
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14
David Brody, Workers in Industrial America: Essays in the Twentieth Century Struggle

(Oxford 1993), 82; Chris Cook and John Stevenson, The Longman Handbook of Modern

British History 1714-1980 (London 1983), 154-55; Canada, Dominion Bureau of Statistics,

The Canada Year Book 1936 (Ottawa 1936), 101, 754-55.
15

Harvey Klehr, Communist Cadre: The Social Background of the American Communist

Party Elite (Stanford, CA 1978), 22. See Klehr, The Heyday of American Communism, 91;

Mike Squires, “CPGB Membership During the ‘Class Against Class Years’,” Socialist His-

tory, 3 (Winter 1993), 4-13; Andrew Thorpe, “The Membership of the Communist Party of



Moscow constantly compared the three “Anglo-Saxon” parties and encour-

aged their mutual assistance and “socialist competition.”
16

Between two of them

and the third there was one significant difference. As Stalin observed in 1929, the

CPUSA and CPGB were “among those very few Communist parties of the world that

are entrusted by history with tasks of decisive importance from the point of view of

the revolutionary movement.”
17

By contrast, the CPC (though in relative terms the

largest of the three) had little geo-political importance, and was often reminded of

that fact.
18

A comparative approach may aid understanding of the degree to which

these different parties exercised “autonomy” in “bending” (or “blending”) the in-

ternational line to their purposes; the political significance of their “resistance” to

Moscow; and the overall quality of their work.

Adopting the New Line: Coercion and Consent

The disappointing results of the “united front” tactic may well have prepared cer-

tain elements within all three parties for a new line that would lift them out of sec-

tarian isolation.
19

In Britain, as Thorpe and Worley emphasize, Communists did

not need the Comintern executive [ECCI] to stir their loathing of officialdom: al-

ways disposed to view those who chose Labour Party reformism as careerists and

labour traitors, they cited the Trades Union Congress’s [TUC] betrayal of the Gen-

eral Strike, its subsequent search for a junior partnership with capital and the state,

and its efforts, in concert with the National Executive Committee of the Labour

Party [LP], to eliminate communist influence from constituency parties and Trades

Councils as justification for the New Line. Nevertheless, the British Communist

who produced the fullest statement of this scenario, Political Bureau [PB] member

J.R. Campbell, did so after he exposed himself to Moscow as a skeptic about the rel-

evance or realism of the new line for British conditions; his continued skepticism

contributed to his removal from the PB in December 1929.
20

Neither of the two
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Great Britain, 1920-1945,” Historical Journal, 43 (2000), 777-800; Worley, Class Against

Class, 314-15; Manley, “Red or Yellow?,” 220-22.
16

See, for example, “Between Us and U.S.,” Worker (London, National Minority Move-

ment), 11 April 1930; “USA Mobilizing Support,” Worker, 25 April 1930.
17

Stalin, 1929, quoted in Starobin, American Communism in Crisis, 44.
18

In 1953, the Canadian embassy in Moscow was pleased to report that the CPC’s insignifi-

cance had just been confirmed by Pravda’s non-publication of its letter of condolence to the

Russian people at the death of Stalin. National Archives of Canada [NAC], Canadian Secu-

rity Intelligence Service [CSIS] Files, File 92-A-00012, Part 7, Canadian Charge d’Affaires,

Moscow, to Secretary of State for External Affairs, 14 March 1953.
19

American historian Bert Cochran describes the 1920s as a “decade of failure” for the

CPUSA; the same could be said of the CPC and CPGB, both of which were in decline by the

mid-1920s. Cochran, Labor and Communism, ch. 2.
20

National Museum of Labour History (Manchester) [NMLH], CPGB Archives [CPGBA],

Reel 32A, J.R. Campbell, speech to AAS English Commission, 15 February 1928; J.R.



North American parties was very effective at “boring from within” the craft unions

of the American Federation of Labor [AFL] through American Communist William

Z. Foster’s Trade Union Educational League [TUEL]. By 1923, however, the CPC

was detaching itself from the TUEL, which that year was proscribed by the AFL, and

after 1924 it was increasingly amenable to pressure from A.S. Lozovsky and the

Red International of Labour Unions [RILU] to initiate the organization of the unor-

ganized, if necessary outside the AFL. It chose to do so, however, in alliance with

Canada’s national unions, which united in the ACCL in 1927.
21

In the United States,

many American unions expelled TUEL supporters, and the “civil war” in the gar-

ment unions and the United Mine Workers of America [UMWA] generated a degree

of rank-and-file support for “dual” unions before the New Line was adumbrated.

According to Earl Browder, he and TUEL cadre Jack Johnstone (a Scot who had

been active in the Canadian labour movement) pressed Lozovsky for a “completely

new start.”
22

Nevertheless, if the Americans, British, and Canadians supported a new line,

the new line was a Russian confection. Only Russians could claim credit for the

pernicious theory of “Social Fascism,” for example. Conceived by Gregory

Zinoviev in 1924 but from 1929 appropriated by Joseph Stalin and his followers,

this theory stated that the “objective” role of social democracy in the fast approach-

ing political crisis would be to sustain reformist illusions in the neutrality of the

state, mask the rapid mutation of capitalism into Fascism, delay the movement of

the proletariat towards revolutionary consciousness, and thus undermine the revo-

lutionary struggle of Class Against Class. Loose talk of the “theoretical unity” of

Fascism and Social Democracy translated easily into a practical equation: social

democrats were “social fascists” — the “main threat” to socialist revolution.
23

Nor

did the drift to the left in trade union and industrial tactics happen independently or

primarily in response to indigenous factors. From 1924-25 onwards, all three par-

ties were in continuous consultation and negotiation with Lozovsky, the Stalinist

secretary of the RILU. Always a leftist, always disdainful of the AFL, he increased

pressure on the North American parties to take a more assertive trade union line af-
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Campbell, Red Politics in the Trade Unions: Who Are the Disrupters? (London 1928), and

Communism and Industrial Peace (London 1928).
21

John Manley, “Does the International Labour Movement Need Salvaging? Communism,

Labourism, and the Canadian Trade Unions, 1921-1928,” Labour/Le Travail, 41 (Spring

1998), 147-80; Rodney, Soldiers of the International, 111-18.
22

Barrett, William Z. Foster, 160; New York University [NYU], Tamiment Library [TL],

Daniel Bell [DB] Papers, Box 1, CPUSA, Political Committee [Polcom] Minutes, J. Angelo

to Dear Comrade, undated; Steve Rompa to Jay Lovestone, 16 February 1928; Pat Devine,

“Report on Southern Illinois Sub-District,” January-February 1928; William Weinstone,

“Report on the Mining Situation,” 7 March 1928; Box 47, Bill Goldsmith, interview with

Earl Browder, 1955. See also NYU, TL, TAM\062, Alexander Bittelman, unpublished auto-

biography, 481.
23

Claudin, The Communist Movement, 157-59.



ter the Fifth Comintern Congress (1924) as a key part of its drive for international

bolshevization, instructed member parties to root themselves in the workplace and

organize the unorganized, even if it meant operating outside or against the main-

stream unions. During 1926-27, Lozovsky had a serious falling-out with Foster,

who remained dogmatically opposed to forming unions outside the AFL, while be-

coming a confidante of CPC industrial secretary Tim Buck, whose nationalist

re-orientation he supported over Foster’s objections. Buck and Lozovsky saw the

new ACCL as a promising mechanism for organizing the semi-skilled and unskilled

mass production workers the AFL had hitherto ignored.
24

By early 1928, what had

been relatively gentle pressure became more insistent. Inviting parties to the Fourth

RILU Congress, Lozovsky proclaimed that reformism had “proved itself once and

for all to be the instrument of the bourgeois state” and that all parties should accom-

modate the demands of the masses for new, uncorrupted, red unions.
25

The early opposition of most of the British party leadership to the New Line

was widely known in the labour movement. Given a sneak preview of the original,

relatively mild Bukharinist version, which anticipated an indeterminate period of

capitalist growth and saw continued political value in united front tactics, at the An-

glo-American Secretariat in late 1927, William Gallacher cast his mind back to the

Second Comintern Congress in 1920 when Lenin had presented ‘Left Wing’ Com-

munism — An Infantile Disorder to warn delegates (and Gallacher personally)

against the very practices the ECCI was now advocating; he could hardly believe it.

When the CPGB formally accepted the already more Stalinist version — imminent

crisis, abrupt break with reformism — at the Ninth ECCI Plenum in February 1928,

political rivals gleefully reported its humiliating “somersault.”
26

Nevertheless, re-

sistance to the trade union dimension of the new line remained pronounced in the

British leadership. At the Fourth RILU Congress, South Wales miners’ leader Ar-

thur Horner bravely fought Lozovsky’s pressure to adopt a new union perspective,

and the Congress settled for charging the National Minority Movement with a more
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vigorous boring-from-within policy, using the “utmost tact ... [and] patient com-

radely explanation” to wean union members away from “reformist methods.”
27

Lozovsky responded by cultivating leftist support within the CPGB Central Com-

mittee [CC] and among local militants, but as late as the Tenth CPGB Congress in

January 1929 the CPGB adopted a trade union resolution that rejected new unions —

which would “only lead to the isolation of the revolutionary workers from the great

mass of the organised workers and play into the hands of the bureaucracy” — in fa-

vour of continuing the struggle for independent leadership within the existing un-

ions.
28

For the CPGB, “the enemy” was not the Trades Union Congress (after all, less

than three years earlier it had called for “all power” to the TUC General Council), but

the Labour Party.

Pace Earl Browder’s recollections, the American Party’s two main factional

rivals, Foster and general secretary Jay Lovestone, were united in refusing to see

much domestic evidence of “mass radicalization.” If the process was under way, it

was “still too local and limited [for an all-out attack on the AFL] ... we must always

avoid confusing what should be done with what can be done by the Party with its

present limited forces.”
29

Foster’s resistance, however, eroded in the face of accu-

sations from within his increasingly pro-new line faction that he had gone over to

Lovestone’s position of “American exceptionalism” and a personal request from

Lozovsky that the Americans stop “dancing a quadrille” around the AFL (an effemi-

nate image perhaps designed to provoke Foster into reasserting his masculinity).

The Fourth RILU Congress backed this up by directing the CPUSA to form new un-

ions. Between September 1928 and January 1929 the CPUSA created the National

Miners Union [NMU], National Textile Workers Union [NTWU], and the Needle

Trades Workers Industrial Union [NTWIU]. Foster’s last resistance ended early in

1929 after eleven members of his faction criticized him in the Daily Worker for his
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dilatoriness on the red union issue. He duly agreed to transform the TUEL into a new

red union “centre” — the Trade Union Unity League [TUUL].
30

The CPC made the easiest transition to the new line, which it saw as little more

than a continuation of the old one of working through the ACCL. It controlled one

ACCL affiliate, the Lumber Workers Industrial Union [LWIU], held a strong influ-

ence in one or two others, notably the Mine Workers Union of Canada, and was pre-

paring joint initiatives in woodworking, textiles, garments, and automobiles.
31

Delegates reported back from the Fourth RILU Congress that the Russian comrades

viewed the CPC as an exemplary exponent of the new line.
32

A major strike at Gen-

eral Motors’ main Canadian plant seemed to confirm the Third Period thesis that

capitalism was standing on the brink of a rising wave of class battles, and the CPC

duly formed the Auto Workers Industrial Union [AWIU] — the first new red union

in North America — a few months later in July 1928. During August, it formed the

second, the Industrial Union of Needle Trades Workers [IUNTW].
33

This happy situation changed, however, following the Sixth Comintern Con-

gress. The ECCI, CPC general secretary Jack MacDonald reported to the central

committee, had again sanctioned the party’s orientation on the ACCL but wanted it

to adopt a more adversarial “united front from below” approach towards ACCL lead-

ers. MacDonald was prepared to do that, but he was not prepared to launch red un-

ions willy-nilly. Claiming Moscow’s approval, he stated that union drives “could
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not be drawn from the air, they must have their roots in objective conditions, and be

real.” This position did not go far enough for up-and-coming leftists from the

Young Communist League [YCL], who accused MacDonald of underplaying the

militancy of the international line and demanded more red unions. One of MacDon-

ald’s party allies, Montreal garment organizer Michael Buhay, inadvertently un-

dermined him by stating that the flagging IUNTW should never have been formed.

MacDonald, the YCL claimed, was Canada’s representative of the full-blown “right

danger” supposedly represented by Bukharin.
34

During 1929, the Comintern intervened heavy-handedly in the affairs of all

three parties, forcing them to create new leaderships that were demonstrably free of

the “right danger.” The purge affected the three in different ways. The CPUSA expe-

rienced it first and most brutally. Though Jay Lovestone had accepted the new line,

added his voice to the denunciation of Bukharin, and seemed the most secure of

party leaders, at the Sixth Convention in April 1929 Comintern plenipotentiaries

Philip Dengel and Harry Pollitt peremptorily ordered him to cede the general secre-

taryship to Foster. His protracted resistance exposed him to the full impact of Sta-

linist organizational measures. Stalin personally intervened in the American

Commission convened to hear Lovestone’s appeal, warning him that if he refused

an ECCI order to remain in Moscow and returned to New York, he and his supporters

would find that they were “the majority” only by the Comintern’s grace and favour.

Returning to New York regardless, Lovestone discovered that his supporters had

abandoned him or were being hounded out of the movement. The Foster faction

(though Foster himself was in torment) quickly consolidated their grip on the

rank-and-file by forming a rash of red unions and in September affiliated them to

the new “revolutionary” TUUL.
35

If the CPUSA’s endemic factionalism facilitated this process, in Canada the

ECCI had to create factionalism to provoke a political crisis in which, to general sur-

prise, the party’s affable industrial director cum organizational secretary Tim Buck

became the champion of the YCL-dominated left, a manoeuvre facilitated by his

connections with Lozovsky and the decision of Maurice Spector, recently elevated

to the ECCI and hitherto seen by many of the younger, more radical element as Mac-

Donald’s likeliest challenger, to become the co-founder (with James P. Cannon) of

North American Trotskyism. Sponsored by Lozovsky — from whom he sought and
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received financial support to prosecute the red union line — and by Canada’s Inter-

national Lenin School [ILS] students, Buck forced the pace of the new line

programme in the needle trades and in the Windsor, Ontario, auto plants, but suc-

ceeded only in causing turmoil in the party’s Jewish and Ukrainian sections. By

early 1929 he had trained his guns on MacDonald. The latter, however, even under-

mined by a raft of “open” and “closed” ECCI letters (and Lovestone’s eviction), sur-

vived the CPC Sixth Convention in June, only for Buck to take over as general

secretary in the chaotic situation that followed, when the Finnish and Ukrainian

sections effectively went on strike against the new line.
36

One of the first decisions

he and his second-in-command, ILS graduate Stewart Smith, took was to form a red

union centre. However, it was only after Moscow’s intervention that, on Christmas

Day 1929, the Workers Unity League [WUL] was finally created — and even then,

the WUL’s existence was not made public until March 1930.
37

By North American standards, the re-making of the CPGB was as polite and am-

icable as the Party itself. At the Tenth ECCI Plenum in July 1929, Manuilsky wither-

ingly described the CPGB as a “society of great friends,” temperamentally incapable

of chopping off heads and thereby condemned to be permanently plagued by devia-

tions.
38

Would such a party ever have independently generated a tactical line as

bruising and divisive as Class Against Class? Yet Moscow seemed hesitant about

provoking the same sort of factional battle in the CPGB as it had done in the North

American parties. Constrained by British circumstances (small party, no red union

tradition, huge and hegemonic TUC), Lozovsky was not only unable to foist red un-

ions on it, at the Tenth ECCI Plenum he also had to state with particular reference to

Britain (and through gritted teeth, one suspects) that red unions should only be

formed at the “high tide of strikes,” when the political struggle was “very acute”

and when “considerable sections of the proletariat [had] already grasped the social

fascist character of the reformist trade union bureaucracy.”
39

At the same time,

since it was beyond question that the character of the reformist trade union bureau-

cracy was social fascist and it would only be a matter of time before these ideal con-

ditions became present, the CPGB had to be seen to be making appropriate

preparations. Two red unions were duly formed in Britain in 1929: the United

Mineworkers of Scotland [UMS], which grew out of an authentic rank-and-file up-

rising against bureaucratic manoeuvrings by reformist officials in the Scottish Ex-

ecutive of the Miners Federation of Great Britain — but which the CPGB only
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launched after Moscow applied heavy pressure — and the rather flimsier United

Clothing Workers Union [UCWU], formed during a strike in North London.
40

Moscow’s exasperation with the CPGB was growing, however. Harry Pollitt,

appointed general secretary of the party after the Tenth Plenum and entrusted with

forcing through the new line, failed to inject the ideological rigour and dynamism

Moscow expected. Especially after Wall Street’s collapse and the simultaneous tri-

umph of Socialist Construction incontrovertibly proved the genius of Soviet Marx-

ism, British inertia became “impermissible” (a favourite word of the time). The

ECCI ordered the CPGB to call a second congress in 1929. The “emergency” Elev-

enth Congress, held in Leeds in December, gave Moscow the leadership it wanted

and changed the temper and ambience of CPGB life. Under the gaze of ECCI repre-

sentative Walter Ulbricht, the CPGB retained Pollitt as general secretary (though the

tenuousness of his position was reflected in the “stony silence” with which mili-

tants and moderates alike listened to his keynote report, each group apparently

doubtful of the degree to which he believed what he was reading) but, using an offi-

cial slate for the first time, dumped 19 other CC members and elected 25 newcom-

ers, mainly younger militants, increasing the size of the CC from 30 to 36; leftists

also dominated the new 10-man Political Bureau. Having “cleansed” itself, the

Congress proclaimed the existence of “mass radicalization” and re-launched the

National Minority Movement (a formally independent body which since 1924 had

loosely coordinated the work of party sympathizers and other trade union militants

in a number of industries) as an openly communist centre through which militants

would fight “inside and outside the trade unions.” Discordantly, several delegates

— all underlining their long industrial experience — insisted on recording that they

had failed to witness the upsurge of the masses that supposedly justified these

changes. The most prominent disbeliever — and a victim of the CC purge — was

South Wales miners’ leader Arthur Horner, whose distaste for breaking away from

the South Wales Miners Federation, a policy beloved of many youthful local mili-

tants, led to his summoning to Moscow for a brief period of political re-education,
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then to Berlin to complete his penance working for the RILU Miners International

Propaganda Committee.
41

Keeping Left, 1929-32

Third Period sectarianism peaked in the latter part of 1929 and early 1930. Appar-

ently “dizzy with success,” Lozovsky forgot the careful formula he had proposed at

the Tenth Plenum and called for rapid formation of red unions and prosecution of

the line of independent leadership. An RILU correspondence course for new cadres

run during the winter of 1929-30 pointed out that the RILU had never “made a fetish”

of trade union unity and called for no sentimentality about breaking with main-

stream unions that were blocking the workers’ path to revolutionary conscious-

ness.
42

Only a few months later, however, the ECCI took stock, recognized that ex-

cessive sectarianism was having negative results virtually everywhere, and reined

Lozovsky in, specifically criticizing his role in prematurely pressing for the forma-

tion of a red United Mineworkers of Great Britain [UMGB].
43

The ECCI (possibly be-

cause Stalin’s rout of Bukharin was now complete) now made a series of modest

retreats from extremism, culminating at the Fifth RILU Congress in August, when

the perils of the “left danger” were elevated almost to the same level as those of the

“right danger.”

In this phase of Class Against Class, all three parties were more closely attuned

to Moscow’s signals than to what ordinary workers were saying. As many

Communists knew, mass radicalization was a mirage. Amidst soaring unemploy-

ment, getting and keeping jobs were far higher priorities than fighting to maintain

or improve job conditions. Employed and unemployed alike had no truck with the

fantasy that they were living through a near-revolutionary situation and refused to

fill the roles Comintern theoreticians had awarded them. Thus, instead of increas-

ing in intensity and precipitating new political crises, strike activity sank to record

lows (by every index) in 1930, and rose only slightly in the next two years.
44

Never-
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theless, with Moscow insisting that conditions were “objectively favourable” and

constantly reminding parties of their duty to stop imperialism from hurling “its

bleeding masses in a rain of steel ... [against] the first Socialist republic,” party lead-

ers had to push red unions into action whenever possible, maintain an aggressive

stance towards reformist union leaders (the “fascist shock-troops of the capitalist

class”), and find indigenous “subjective” explanations of their failure to achieve a

revolutionary breakthrough: residues of factionalism (USA) and social democracy

(Britain, USA), the opportunistic tendencies of North American “language” sec-

tions (USA, Canada), and the passivity of “old” leaderships (all three), as well as

personal failures of will (invariably caused by the “right danger”) and tactical mis-

understanding (usually the product of the “left danger”).
45

Replacing serious tacti-

cal analysis with mantras — capitalism was beyond redemption; the unemployed

would not scab; the profundity of white working-class racism had been much exag-

gerated — they exhorted cadres to “have faith in the masses.”
46

An opportunity existed for North American Communists to stand by

Lozovsky’s restrictive Tenth ECCI plenum formulation of the appropriate condi-

tions for the formation of red unions, but they generally succumbed whenever the

RILU pushed them to ignore all preconditions.
47

Their early industrial tactics were

highly sectarian. The two red garment unions, swinging “to the left through fear of
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the Lovestoneite treacherous policies” (as the NTWIU put it), underlined their break

with reformism by reorganizing on the basis of “100% industrial unionism” (re-

placing old-style occupational locals of cutters, pressers, operators, etc. with “revo-

lutionary” shop committees), called numerous poorly prepared and invariably

defeated strikes, and purged themselves of many experienced Trotskyist and

Lovestoneite cadres (thereby inadvertently reinvigorating the reformist unions).
48

In the WUL’s first ever campaign, it attempted to use the RILU’s “strike and split”

line to form a single red Mine Workers Industrial Union [MWIU] that was to sweep

away the “social fascist” United Mine Workers of America [AFL] in Nova Scotia

and the Mine Workers Union of Canada [ACCL] in Alberta. The policy rocked the

two districts to their foundations. Many rank-and-file Party members — never

mind rank-and-file miners — considered it foolhardy and unnecessary. Such was

the opposition in Alberta that the policy was eventually abandoned, though not be-

fore several of the most influential comrades had been expelled for right deviation-

ism and the party had split into sometimes physically warring factions. In Nova

Scotia, “strike and split” was pushed through over the increasingly open opposition

of leading local Communist James B. McLachlan and with even more disastrous re-

sults: the red union collapsed in a matter of weeks and the district Party went into a

slump from which it never recovered. Toronto’s response to a request for emer-

gency funds from Nova Scotia’s beleaguered DO exposed the adventurism of the

campaign. Pleading poverty, the PB recommended that he seek aid from the red

mining unions in the United States and Scotland, neither of which was in much

better shape than the MWIU.
49

Some American revisionists have attempted to mitigate the sectarianism of

communist strike tactics by suggesting (correctly as it happens) that, instead of

launching poorly prepared and palpably un-winnable strikes, for the TUUL it was

more often a case of inheriting the leadership of spontaneous strikes over which it

had little real control, with predictably barren results. Even when TUUL unions

learned from their mistakes and prepared strikes well, Fraser Ottanelli notes (and it
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is important to underline that in 1931-32 strike practice at the local level did be-

come more considered), the outcome was the same “because employers refused to

negotiate.”
50

Ottanelli might have asked: why did the employers refuse to negoti-

ate? It was not primarily because they were dealing with Communists (Harlan

County was “Bloody” long before the first Communist arrived), but because the

contemporary balance of forces — which included on their side the full coercive

power of the state — virtually guaranteed their victory regardless of whom they

were facing.
51

Red unions were not models of workers’ democracy. Party cadres often re-

fused to fight around demands that actually came out of the rank-and-file, such as

work sharing (the “stagger system”) and seniority, which they deemed insuffi-

ciently revolutionary. Instead, in organizing campaigns and strike struggles they

tried to impose their own political agenda, often involving the imminence of impe-

rialist war and the need to defend the Soviet Union, and they produced “shop pa-

pers” that proclaimed the unions’ party affinities (some, indeed, contained party

application blanks).
52

WUL membership cards came embossed with the hammer

and sickle and stated that membership was open only to “those subscribing to the

class struggle.”
53

Nothing more clearly stamped the TUUL’s break with “pure and

simple unionism” than its uniquely advanced stand on the race question: at a time

when most white workers, some black workers, and most on the non-party left ex-

pressed skepticism about the practicality of combining effective, economistic trade

unionism with progressive racial politics, the TUUL, as instructed by the RILU, pro-

claimed “relentless war” against lynching, segregation, and white, working-class

chauvinism (“an insidious boss-inspired tendency against class solidarity ... wide-

spread among the workers and even to some extent in the left wing”).
54

All red un-
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ions were instructed to (and most did) recruit black workers as a matter of priority,

encourage their participation and leadership, develop appropriately specific “Ne-

gro demands,” and fight for black workers’ full social, racial and political equal-

ity.
55

Depending on one’s perspective, the TUUL’s stand was uncompromising and

inspirational or dogmatic, provocative, and impractical.
56

Though less wildly sectarian than its North American counterparts, the CPGB

also had its moments of “crazy maximalism.”
57

The high point came early: the

Bradford woollen weavers strike in the spring of 1930. In its defence, the Party did

not rush into the strike willy-nilly; it had been preparing for action through the win-

ter. When the strike began in April, most of the national leadership (and a “shock

brigade” of seven recent ILS graduates sent by the ECCI, which had been misled by

some hugely optimistic reports from the Party about the strike’s prospects) flocked

into West Yorkshire and quickly took over the strike leadership, sidelining even the

Textile Minority Movement. Yorkshire District Organizer E.H. Brown managed to

get himself elected chair of the Central Strike Committee, while his wife Isabel

chaired the strike committee in nearby Shipley. Neither paid much attention to

rank-and-file views, changing the strikers’ original, defensive demand of no wage

cuts to a demand for wage increases and calling for the formation in every mill of

Mill Committees that would unite “all workers irrespective of craft or section, age

or sex, union membership or non-membership [in] mass activity.” Strike leaflets,

apparently prepared by the ILS comrades, even used the slogan “The Struggle for

Power.” The strike petered out in May.
58
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William Gallacher accepted responsibility for raising the “Struggle for Power” slogan, but

not for the promiscuous way it was subsequently used. Heatedly and not altogether convinc-

ingly, he explained to the Anglo-American Secretariat that he had raised this impeccably Le-



Helped by positive signals from Moscow, the party leadership quickly backed

away from its worst sectarian excesses, though that was not always true at the grass-

roots. UMS leaders in Lanarkshire, for example, had a tendency to inflate their suc-

cesses and became notorious for recklessly placing “far too much emphasis ... on

getting a pit idle ... [using] any kind of issue, real or imaginary ... to get the men to

walk home, so that they could report that a strike had taken place.” During one

strike in late 1930, they invited strikers to “demand the death penalty for the ‘Indus-

trial Party plotters’ then on trial in the Soviet Union.”
59

Nevertheless, the excep-

tional character of the Bradford woollen weavers’ strike is underlined by its

instantly becoming an object lesson in the pitfalls of adventurism and the amount of

time the party spent debating its lessons. In discussing it, CC member J.T. Murphy

— hitherto identified with the Left — referred to the good sense of Lozovsky’s

Tenth ECCI Plenum speech in pointing out that when a new union had been formed

there could be “no going back without paying a very heavy price indeed.” The obvi-

ous inference was that there always would be a going back.
60

The Heresy of Harry Pollitt?

One of the most controversial areas of debate among British historians of the Party

is Harry Pollitt’s role in shaping Class Against Class in the trade union movement.

According to Nina Fishman (whose interpretation reappears in Worley’s Class

Against Class and in other authors’ works), Pollitt was a trade union “loyalist” who

believed that the party had to become “embedded in the bowels of the proletariat,

specifically in the trade union movement,” and who thus systematically worked “to

deflect the party from independent unionism whenever it was possible to do so.”
61

Certainly, Fishman’s picture is overdrawn. Pollitt was as ultra-left as anyone on the

issue of relations with the Labour Party. He was also a supple player of the Comin-
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tern survival game, as he showed in his enthusiastic serving of Moscow’s writ on

Jay Lovestone in the spring of 1929 and in his reply to CC members who, after the

ECCI British Commission in July-August 1930, asked him to clarify whether the

“right” or “left danger” was more important: “The Right danger,” he replied, “re-

mains the biggest fight in the Party, but Left sectarianism is most [sic] dangerous.”

Alan Campbell and John McIlroy nail Pollitt for his dastardly role in throwing Ar-

thur Horner to the wolves (in a speech E.H. Carr described as “dispiriting”) in

1931.
62

But what was his stand on red unions?

Here, Campbell and McIlroy overstate their case in characterizing Pollitt as a

staunch supporter of the red union strategy. In his The Scottish Miners, Campbell

quotes Pollitt in December 1928 stating to the ECCI Political Secretariat that “the

most serious danger ... that we are facing in the party is an attempt to interpret the

resolution of the Ninth Plenum as meaning that we are, whenever possible and on

every occasion that presents itself, to establish new trade unions.” This “new union

danger” would lead to isolation and sectarianism. He went on to say that to fix a date

for the formation of (what would become) the UMS would be “suicidal, ridiculous

and premature.”
63

For Pollitt, Lozovsky’s Tenth ECCI plenum criteria, which virtu-

ally defined a revolutionary situation as the only appropriate moment for forming

red unions, became a default position. In his report to the Central Committee fol-

lowing the Tenth Plenum, he hinted at his personal antipathy to red unions in an

off-the-cuff comment that ECCI official Osip Piatnitsky had opined that “Red Un-

ions which had not got the masses in them ... should be liquidated.” He forgot to add

— so J.R. Campbell reminded him — that Piatnitsky “did not carry his point.”
64

His

comment about liquidating illegitimate red unions may have been aimed at the

UCWU. He stated that he would have blocked its formation if he had been around to

do so, and he may still have proceeded to subvert it. The message Pollitt brought

back from the Fifth RILU Congress was unequivocal: “What we have to do is make a

sharp turn in another direction, that is, our trade union work.... We have to take a de-

cisive turn to bring our comrades back into the trade unions.”
65
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The two red unions formed in 1929 were the only ones formed in Britain.

Moreover, the CC defied a Sixth Congress directive to create another out of the Sea-

men’s Minority Movement [SMM]. Once again, the argument of Pollitt and his co-

horts was that there was no legitimacy for such a move. With the support of

permanent ECCI representative Max Petrovsky (A.J. Bennett), in 1929 the PB pro-

posed what they called “the perspective” of a new union, which accepted that a red

union would be formed, but only after very careful preparation including the estab-

lishing on a wide scale of functioning “Ships Committees.” While upholding the

principle of red unionism, Pollitt was clearly delaying it in practice. By July 1930

the CPGB had made so little preparation that a representative of the RILU’s Transport

Workers IPC accused it of “a measure of manoeuvre that amounts to sabotaging” the

international line. MM secretary George Allison denied the accusation but insisted

that the immediate formation of a red union would be “mechanical,” a position en-

dorsed by the Fifth RILU Congress a few weeks later. Allison reported back to the CC

that “we must make continued preparation along a pre-arranged plan of work so

that we launch the union after a series of district conferences then a national confer-

ence.”
66

Yet despite the RILU’s heavy emphasis on organizing seamen and dockers

in a crucial “war” industry and the support of SMM leaders George Hardy and Fred

Thompson for the red union line, no red seafarers’ union ever slid down the slip-

way.
67

Campbell and McIlroy also interpret Pollitt’s leading role in the CC’s adoption

in 1930 of “the perspective” of “one miners’ union” — the United Mineworkers of

Great Britain [UMGB] — as an example of his ultra-leftism. The context, however,

in which he made this proposal was the South Wales Miners Federation’s decision

to expel the militant Mardy lodge and an ensuing rise in local left-wing support for
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the immediate formation of a breakaway from the “Fed.”
68

Discussions in the CC

exposed sharp divisions, and Pollitt (possibly motivated by fear of suffering the

same fate as Arthur Horner) produced a political compromise around which he

thought the CC could unite — which it did, unanimously.
69

As Campbell and

McIlroy note, on this occasion Pollitt “misjudged the shifting currents of Comin-

tern policy,” but it is possible to read his (and Willie Gallacher’s) English Commis-

sion exchanges with ECCI bigwigs like William Weinstone as a protest against

Moscow’s expectations that they — party leaders and experienced trade unionists

— would drop an agreed position (even one originally suggested by the RILU) at the

drop of a hat. Standing by the UMGB perspective, Pollitt pointed out that “no mem-

ber of the CPGB leadership had been ‘a more consistent opponent at [sic] the epi-

demic of new unionism’ than himself.”
70

While these fragments of evidence —

which are not offered here in support of a view of the CPGB as a relatively autono-

mous, near-equal agent in its dealings with the Comintern — are inconclusive, and

some will find them unconvincing, they suggest that while Stalinism was mono-

lithic, Stalinists were not. Pollitt’s leadership mattered. Had he been less steadfast,

Lozovsky might have succeeded in pressing a more North American-style line on

Britain via the group Fishman calls “Young Turks,” who were often contemptuous

of Pollitt’s trimming and who from 1930 to 1932 literally did not stop complaining

that the centre was displaying “scepticism with regard to the unorganised workers”

and sabotaging the “line of independent leadership.”
71

Conformists and Initiators

At the Fifth RILU Congress both Lozovsky and Otto Kuusinen spoke out against the

“left danger” of becoming isolated from the masses, the Finn declaring himself be-

mused that some comrades had somehow taken up the daft idea that red unions “can

and must be created everywhere in whatever circumstances.” In nudging the RILU

to the right, however, they did not alter its fundamental direction. When WUL secre-

tary Tom Ewan foolishly whinged about the CPC’s “lack of forces,” Kuusinen told

him in no uncertain terms that “IN EVERY INSTANCE, THE WORKERS WILL SUPPLY
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THE FORCES.”
72

All three parties went on to suffer political defeats — the arrest of

the CPC’s seven-man Political Bureau [PB] in August 1931 (in November all were

convicted and the CPC was outlawed), the election of the National Government in

Britain in October 1931, the derisory showing of the Foster-Ford partnership in the

1932 presidential election — that objectively shattered the theoretical case for

Class Against Class. Nevertheless, Moscow only “fumbled and wavered” towards

a saner line.
73

Even after the National Socialists took power in Germany — indeed,

after almost a year of Nazi rule — the ECCI Thirteenth Plenum reasserted all the

main Third Period perspectives, described social democracy (“social fascism” was

used more sparingly) as the “main prop of the bourgeoisie,” and insisted that “it

would be a right opportunist error to fail to see now the objective tendencies of the

accelerated maturing of a revolutionary crisis in the capitalist world.”
74

Why did so many Communists suspend their critical judgement about the new

line? Did “Moscow Gold,” which arrived in quite large amounts in London and

New York and quite small ones in Toronto, as Klehr and Haynes speculate, make it

“easier for dedicated Communists to remain committed to the movement”?
75

And

if it did so for leading cadres, how far did it trickle down to the middle and lower

ranks? The California party, District Organizer Sam Darcy quipped, was rich “only

in irony.” Rather more bitterly, WUL national secretary Tom Ewan remarked: “The

Moscow-Gold myth was always a good propaganda-point with the powers-that-be,

but I would sure enjoy seeing them have to live on it.” Out in the field, Canadian or-
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ganizers literally had to live off the land.
76

Subsidies probably helped party mem-

bers make a slightly better fist of implementing policy that they would have tried to

implement come what may, precisely because they trusted implicitly in orders that

ultimately came from the leaders of the world revolution.
77

At the leadership level, intellectual independence had already been surgically

excised. Since 1928, when the Sixth Comintern Congress reserved for the ECCI the

right to send not just delegates but “instructors” to national parties, the ECCI had ac-

celerated the drive for intellectual “monolithicity ... the process of selection within

the active nucleus of each national Communist party in favour of those elements

that were readiest to submit to the will of the centre in Moscow.”
78

Personal ambi-

tion encouraged leading cadres to discipline themselves. In his fascinating portrait

of Moscow’s mediation of the “slugfest” between Earl Browder and William

Weinstone in 1930-32, James G. Ryan shows that there was not an inch of ideologi-

cal daylight between the two and that the real winner was the referee.
79

Since those

who kicked too hard against the line, like Arthur Horner, invariably suffered, many

comrades clung to it for safety (Horner himself, during his stint at the International

Miners’ Propaganda Committee (IMPC), was prepared to press its red union line on

the Canadian party, though he remained hostile to it where South Wales was con-

cerned).
80

As comrades learned to watch their step and not over-commit to a particular

position, they became both more prolix and more conformist. Such were the re-

quirements of “self-criticism,” part of the accelerating Stalinization of the Interna-

tional. The ECCI’s Russians vigorously promoted the cleansing properties of

self-criticism, a disciplinary ritual that usually began with someone else’s criticism

of this or that industrial failure, and for the self-critic meant acknowledging the

point at which she or he had veered too far to left or right and promising appropriate
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corrective action.
81

Some party officials endorsed the practice. Chicago district

secretary Bill Gebert “proudly” told a district committee plenum in April 1930 that

self-criticism was an established “instrument for cleansing the party.”
82

Several

months later, on the other hand, Willie Gallacher complained to the An-

glo-American Secretariat of its baleful effects. “Wherever you go,” he observed,

comrades were “searching and searching for deviations.” Few could discuss a spe-

cific issue without repeating “every slogan that has come from the Comintern ... ev-

erything must be in” for fear of making an error of omission that might later be held

against them.
83

Given that Lenin School graduates — the “praetorian guard” of the line — of-

ten helped the disoriented find their bearings, it was ironic that the CPC’s Lenin

School wunderkind Stewart Smith should so spectacularly lose his.
84

Browder, it

seems, in order to make the point that the CPC needed to correct the excessively left-

ist industrial line he had just witnessed as an ECCI delegate at an enlarged CC plenum

in Toronto, arranged for Smith to be ambushed at a special Canadian Commission

of the Anglo-American Secretariat in the spring of 1931. Smith began the session

with a declaration of war on the AFL. After his fellow Canadians fell on him like

hounds, spurred by approving nods from the Russian comrades, he ended it by de-

nouncing himself. With “perspiring earnestness,” he thanked every participant for

“showing him the speciousness of his own arguments [and] pledged his whole-

hearted support to the policy [of working responsibly in the reformist unions] their

superior wisdom had recognized as the only way.” The scene, a witness remarked,

“would have been funny had it been less an affront to human dignity.”
85

ECCI and RILU directives seemed designed to keep parties constantly on the

hop. Described by a British émigré whose job was to draft them as “mainly exer-

cises in self-insurance and platitudinous abstraction,” they perpetually balanced

“right” and “left dangers,” reminding parties of the need to work inside and outside

the reformist unions, to use the “most elastic forms” of the united front from below

but without “opportunism,” and to couple the maximum amount of “mass work”
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with enough secrecy to protect cadres, and sometimes reversed specific tactics

without explanation.
86

By discouraging unmediated contact between parties and

denying them “official information about the situation in other countries,” they left

the Comintern free to make self-serving (and frankly dubious) comparative evalua-

tions of their successes and failures.
87

Paradoxically, however, the “line” offered stability against the very political

chaos it had created. Party members believed that “life itself” was on the side of So-

viet Marxism. Belief — unlike faith — was scientific: Socialist Construction and

capitalist crisis were observable facts; the bosses were carrying out massive pro-

grams of rationalization, of “stretch out,” “speed-up,” and “more looms”; wages

were being slashed; workers were being sacked. It took no great stretch of the imag-

ination to conclude that capitalism was finished.
88

If the revolution was failing in

the west, it was not the Russians’ fault. Indeed, identification with the Soviet Union

— a “land where socialism lives and breathes” — offered psychological consola-
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tion against material hardships and political and personal isolation.
89

If few were

prepared to physically defend the Soviet Union like the 5,000 or so North American

Finns who left for Soviet Karelia in the early 1930s, most felt duty bound to offer it

at least their intellectual defence (and sometimes, too, their fists, feet, and fore-

heads).
90

According to some revisionists, where national leaders tended to privilege in-

ternational obligations over local realities, the opposite was the case among mid-

dle- and lower-level cadres. Look at their worlds, revisionists argue, and at their

mediation of the party-class relationship and a very different, more nuanced, gener-

ally more edifying picture appears. Here is where we see not “puppets” or “automa-

tons,” but Communists showing initiative, independence, creativity, and realism

— even disobedience.
91

For London seamen’s organizer Pat Murphy, the kind of

“person who has studied political theory and has practical experience” would not

hesitate to adapt directives that “were not always compatible to a particular situa-

tion we were confronting.”
92

Murphy’s base of operations was in the East End

docks, only a bus ride away from CPGB headquarters. Distance from the centre

probably made it easier to adapt the line to local realities. Continuous contact be-

tween the party centres in New York and Toronto and districts several hundreds or

even thousands of miles away was possible only by letter and telegram, which inev-

itably carried less weight than direct personal contact. The CPC, in particular, was so

short-handed that provincial officials and local cadres who were prepared to dig in

their heels had a fair chance of prevailing over the centre.
93

It was no coincidence

that the California and British Columbia districts became bywords for wayward-

ness. At a time when the CPUSA was exhorting each member to turn his or her “Face

to the Shops,” new California secretary Sam Darcy reported to New York, the com-

rades in Los Angeles and Sacramento still equated revolutionary practice with
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“socking the cops.”
94

Ironically, Darcy proceeded to go native himself, becoming

embroiled in a prolonged battle against what he saw as Earl Browder’s visceral sec-

tarianism.
95

Down the chain of command, party rank-and-filers sometimes stood to the left

and sometimes to the right of national and district leaderships. Some of the stron-

gest critics of the harum-scarum leaders of the Lanarkshire UMS were their more so-

ber-sided comrades in Fife, while the Ontario section of the Lumber Workers

Industrial Union accused the more dynamic British Columbia section of having a

“strike for strike’s sake mentality.”
96

One may infer, however, from the number of

complaints about “hiding the face of the party” that the “turn to mass work” — in

large part, a turn to the unemployed (supplemented in the United States by local ra-

cial struggles in which there were few lines of demarcation between red unions, un-

employed councils, and branches of the League of Struggle for Negro Rights) —

taught them how to organize and how to relate to actually existing

class-consciousness.
97

Only too aware of the mismatch between their forces and

those of the corporations, they learned how to listen to the class and used the ambi-

guities of ECCI directives to emphasize the need for cautious struggle for the

masses’ everyday needs. By 1931 most local party sections had adopted a “griev-

ance approach to organising” in which abstract propagandizing played a diminish-

ing role, but which allowed organizers to display flair and resourcefulness. Some,
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like the Americans Herb March and William Sentner or the Canadian Harvey

Murphy, became genuine mass leaders.
98

But how politically significant were indigenous tactical initiatives? Here, The-

odore Draper makes an important point about the distinction between the concep-

tion and implementation of policy. Draper allows that local cadres often adapted

and modified the line, but still did “no more than might be expected of human be-

ings trying to put into practice a general line according to their best understanding

and in more or less favourable circumstances.”
99

The party program — the interna-

tional line — remained invulnerable. Some cadres worked out that they could ex-

ploit the inbuilt ambiguities of the line provided they were careful to keep within its

parameters: if they achieved a victory, however it was achieved, Moscow (or To-

ronto, or New York) would always find a way to claim it as a victory for the line.
100

The boldest could put up a cogent defence against accusations that they had com-

mitted deviations, but they could not actually commit any and hope to remain active

leading Communists. The street-smart Sam Darcy carefully emphasized the tacti-

cal character of his disagreements with New York, and when New York refused to

listen, he usually bowed to party discipline.
101

Randi Storch establishes that her

Chicago Control Commission members were often decent human beings, but in the

absence of any examination of the countervailing top-down influences, her case for

an “elastic” party culture seems too good to be true.
102
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Towards Unity

The turn away from Class Against Class and towards the united front is normally

dated as beginning some time between the immediate aftermath of the German ca-

tastrophe in the spring of 1933 and the Seventh CI Congress in the summer of 1935.

Where the CPGB was concerned, however, the trade union turn was all but com-

pleted by late 1932.
103

When Pollitt clashed with Lozovsky at the RILU central

council in late 1931, he knew that he had ECCI backing for a sharper turn back to-

wards the mainstream unions. He reported this to the PB and CC, which duly issued a

series of resolutions in December 1931 and January 1932, decisively reorienting

the CPGB on “SYSTEMATIC REVOLUTIONARY MASS WORK IN THE REFORMIST TRADE

UNIONS.” Though expressed in militant language, the CC resolutions ignored the is-

sue of red unions, barely mentioned the UMS, now a growing embarrassment,

stressed that the complete absence of work in the reformist unions had been the

party’s “greatest defect” in recent years, and demanded “steady and persistent work

in every trade union branch,” which was as important as “work in the factories [and]

the building of independent leadership of strikes.”
104

Gallacher put his weight behind Pollitt, and the two showcased the new orien-

tation in the Lancashire cotton weavers’ strike that ebbed and flowed through most

of 1932.
105

By its standards, the CPGB put a huge effort into supporting the strike,

but from the outset its aim was to challenge the misapprehension that it was

anti-union. Thus, to the dismay of its own left wing, it put most of its efforts into

building the independent Cotton Workers Solidarity Movement, though it also

boasted that its pressure had helped stop union officials from making the strike a

“stay at home” affair. In the process, of course, the party also helped those officials

demonstrate that they would fight: the Amalgamated Weavers Association paid out

the colossal sum of £355,853 in strike benefits. The settlement, though a clear de-

feat (and even then, as time would show, not worth the paper it was written on),

demonstrated that the officials’ authority was undiminished.
106
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The publication of Lozovsky’s version of his “right up-and-downer” with

Pollitt in the February 1932 RILU Magazine suggested that the RILU chief felt that

Pollitt had gone beyond what had been decided in Moscow.
107

There were still sig-

nificant elements within the CPGB leadership who thought the same. Reasserting

the Class Against Class line that the reformist unions were homogeneously “fused

with the capitalist state,” Party theoretician Rajani Palme Dutt and Daily Worker

editor William Rust launched a counterattack against the one-sidedness of the CC

resolutions in an attempt to rally the left for a challenge at the Twelfth Party Con-

gress in November. Though Dutt’s position was undermined by the revelation that

among the younger, more militant workers he was cultivating were the founders of

British Trotskyism — the “Balham Group” — he and Rust still commanded con-

siderable support.
108

New MM secretary Willie Allan was no ultra-leftist, but he was

alarmed by Pollitt’s sidelining of the organization in the massive Lancashire cotton

strike and his tendency to see the Party’s future in non-party rank-and-file move-

ments that were springing up in several industries. He later joined Birmingham dis-

trict organizer Maurice Ferguson in asking for a plain statement that the MM had

been “liquidated.”
109

Pre-Congress discussion materials, based on September’s

Twelfth ECCI Plenum, called for vigilance against “those opportunist elements who

still in practice oppose the existence of Red Trade Unions and the RTUO.”
110

Shortly

before the Congress, however, the influential Scottish district, citing recent devel-

opments in the AEU, explicitly rejected the Dutt/Rust line and endorsed systematic

work in the union branches.
111

With several other issues crying out for a show of

Party unity, right and left stitched together a militant-sounding compromise com-

mitting the communists to building a new and improved MM — the Trade Union

Militant League — and a Red Trade Union Opposition.
112
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Once the Congress had been safely negotiated, Pollitt not only forgot all about

the Trade Union Militant League, he also interred the Minority Movement and de-

clared that permanent factory committees of union and non-union workers were

“unthinkable.” Adopting the slogan of “100 per cent trade unionism,” the PB in-

structed cadres to mitigate the “harshness” of their propaganda, permeate the

non-party rank-and-file movements, win the trust of the rank-and-file through un-

ion branch work, and seriously contest branch elections. Do all this, and they would

remove any credence from the “charge ... so often made against our Movement; that

of union smashing.”
113

Horner’s victory in 1933 in the election of a miners’ agent

for the SWMF’s Welsh-speaking anthracite region — no mean feat, given that he

was still officially expelled from the union and “was well known for his ignorance

of the Welsh language” — showed what was possible.
114

As for the UMS, the erst-

while red union flagship was now an embarrassment. Members were instructed to

“make clear the reformist responsibility” for its creation.
115

Support for a more flexible industrial line grew within the North American

parties throughout 1932, and some of it undoubtedly came from indigenous

sources. For the CPC, one such source was the shock of illegality. Forced under-

ground, it had no option but to “hide” its face. In 1931, it had enthusiastically taken

up the more flexible united front from below tactics sanctioned by the ECCI in un-

employed and labour defence work. Impressed by the results — and perhaps re-

sponding to British developments — it asked for permission to extend this licence

to industrial work.
116

Moscow, however, though beginning to sanction united

fronts from above in other areas (its cession of leadership of the international strug-
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gle around peace and anti-fascism to Henri Barbusse and Romain Rolland was

quickly reflected in September 1932 in the formation of the League of Professional

Groups for Foster and Ford, a “model for the white collar Popular Front”), insisted

that the CPC and CPUSA continue to pursue independent leadership in industry,

where their priorities remained the same: build red unions in the “war” industries

and smash the AFL. Late in 1932, however, the RILU also sanctioned a serious push

back into the reformist unions, only to renew its red union aspirations when North

America was swept by a labour insurgency in the spring of 1933.
117

Though Communists could scarcely believe it, the main source of this surge,

which lasted through the explosive summer of 1934, was capitalist recovery, cou-

pled in the United States with the optimism engendered by the labour provisions of

Roosevelt’s 1933 National Industrial Recovery Act [NIRA].
118

The insurgency pro-

pelled the TUUL and WUL in very different directions. American workers who

sought to unionize turned first to the AFL, secondly to independent unions, and only

in extremis to the TUUL.
119

For every worker who joined the red auto and steel un-

ions, scores joined independent unions, AFL federal locals, and the Amalgamated

Association of Iron Steel and Tin Workers Rank and File Movement. At its peak in
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mid-1933, the TUUL claimed (a possibly inflated) 125,000 members.
120

In Canada,

on the other hand, the WUL became a genuine force. Even with no NIRA to give the

reformist unions confidence, Canadian workers generated the highest levels of in-

dustrial militancy seen in the Dominion since the post-war labour revolt. The rela-

tive unresponsiveness of Canada’s reformist unions (except in the needle trades) to

the stirrings of the unorganized gave the WUL a clear run. It led seven of 1933’s ten

biggest strikes and in 1934 led over two-thirds of all strikes, winning improved

wages and/or conditions in most. At its peak that summer the WUL possessed sub-

stantial unions in coal mining, logging and lumber, garments, and furniture, the

only union bases in several industries, including metal mining, textiles, auto, shoe

and leather, meatpacking, and maritime, and a total membership of between 30,000

to 40,000. Though only about a quarter the size of the Trades and Labour Congress

of Canada [TLCC], it was probably as big as the ACCL and more dynamic than either.

So dangerous had the WUL “monster” become that, in the spring of 1934, the federal

and Ontario provincial governments conspired in an unsuccessful attempt to dis-

credit it; their reluctance to try simply to lock up its leaders was a measure of how

far the public mood had changed since 1931.
121

By late 1933, when Browder reported to the RILU that the party needed to make

a “thorough re-examination” of its labour policy, many workers were quitting the

TUUL unions for their mainstream counterparts.
122

The CPUSA was evidently pre-

pared for a change of direction, but at its Eighth Convention in April 1934, while

calling for “maximum attention” to work in the AFL, it denied that any kind of re-

treat from Class Against Class was under way and demanded “a sharp struggle

against any liquidatory tendencies.”
123

On the West Coast, Sam Darcy was forcing

it to move more rapidly towards the international unions than it cared to go. For

over a year, he and his “Albion Hall” group of San Francisco longshoremen had
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been struggling for a comprehensive orientation on the AFL’s Internal Longshore-

men’s Association [ILA] against the party-backed Marine Workers Industrial Un-

ion [MWIU], which had a small shipboard presence but virtually no base at all on the

docks. The conflict, sociologist Howard Kimmeldorf observes, reduced the party’s

“strategic ‘line’ ... [to] little more than a blur.”
124

Darcy’s ebullience and obstinacy

helped ensure that the Party was at the centre of events when the San Francisco

longshoremen launched their memorable 1934 strike, which — with the ensuing

general strike — offered conclusive evidence that the way forward for the party lay

in building progressive coalitions inside the AFL. But not until Moscow gave the

nod did New York agree to liquidate the MWIU.
125

That Browder could then liquidate the TUUL unions so speedily speaks both to

his subservience and their objectively poor state: the MWIU, SMWIU, NTWU, and

Packinghouse Workers Industrial Union all went between September and Decem-

ber 1934; and the CAWIU, NTWIU, and National Lumber Workers Union followed in

the next two months.
126

In March, the Party formally dissolved the TUUL at a brief

convention in New York City. Before disappearing, the TUUL passed on to its cad-

res very similar instructions to those the CPGB had issued two years earlier: there

was still a need for strong union fractions but there should be no attempt to set up a

permanent “Minority Movement”; whenever possible, cadres should seek to pres-

ent themselves as “real” candidates for union office, and the “tone used in the press

with regard to the AFL must be changed, criticizing and exposing the reactionary

leaders of the AFL in a manner convincing for the rank and file, but treating the AFL

locals and unions as mass workers’ organizations.”
127
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The CPC was well aware of these developments. In May 1934, the Anglo-

American Secretariat sent it the first of several draft trade union resolutions for its

next convention. Raising forcefully the question of labour unity, it inverted (with-

out explanation) the key premise of the red union line, arguing that the rapid rise of

fascism in Canada made “a turn towards work in the REFORMIST TRADE UNIONS ...

decisive for the growth of the revolutionary union movement as a whole and for

widening the mass influence of the Party.” In making this assertion, the ECCI ex-

trapolated freely from American conditions: as ever, the ECCI had an inadequate

grasp of Canadian conditions, but it also wilfully under-emphasized the WUL’s rela-

tive success. The draft resolution suggested that the WUL consider dropping its

name, send its smaller red unions into one or other of the reformist unions, and seek

unity with the independent unions — though this last proposal was swiftly dropped

after the TUUL had failed to interest American independents in a similar pact. Later

drafts added little, and the final draft concluded with a rather tame suggestion that

the CPC consider “how the problem of trade union unity could best be raised in Can-

ada.”
128

Not all of the pressure for trade union unity came from Moscow. From inside

and outside the red unions, Trotskyists and Lovestoneites had been raising ques-

tions about the practical need and theoretical justification for separate revolution-

ary unions and a revolutionary centre since 1932.
129

Party spokespersons

inadvertently conceded ground to them by ceasing to refer to the WUL unions as

“revolutionary” and claiming that what made them distinctive was simply that they

were led by men and women who were determined “to honestly defend the interests

of their class.”
130

Partly as a result of its success in opposition work, by the autumn

of 1934 the WUL had dropped its aspiration to hegemony and was calling for a

united front struggle by “all labour unions” for the right to exist and of all workers

“to organize into the unions of their own choice.”
131

By December, it had conceded

that it lacked the capacity on its own to build viable unions in industries like auto

and steel, and the restored PB (general secretary Tim Buck, the last of the members

jailed in 1932, had just been released) seemed to signal that it was ready to dissolve

the WUL.
132
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At this point, however, the CPC surprised Moscow by deciding that it did not

want to liquidate the WUL. Having reviewed the American and Canadian union situ-

ations, it declared that they were “in no way to be compared.” Crucially, there had

been no rank-and-file influx into the AFL unions in Canada. Hence the red unions

remained the “main avenues for the organization of the masses ... in the basic indus-

tries and ... the main channel of the strike movement.”
133

When Moscow urged re-

consideration and accused the CPC of dragging its feet and failing to understand the

need for unity, the CPC unilaterally announced that it would seek unity by amal-

gamation of the WUL, TLC, and ACCL in an “All-inclusive Federation of Canadian

Labour,” with all three having discrete but unspecified roles.
134

Somewhat reluc-

tantly, the ECCI sanctioned the strategy, which remained in force — surviving the

Seventh Comintern Congress in July-August — until November, when, literally

without a word of warning, the Ninth Enlarged CC Plenum ruled that the WUL

should “merge with” (in reality, dissolve into) the AFL-TLC unions.
135

Why did the liquidation of Canadian red unionism happen a full year later than

in the United States?
136

One partial answer, which illustrates both the possibilities

of and constraints on national autonomy, is that the ECCI gave the Canadians a rea-

sonable period in which to implement its nationalist program and called a halt when

it was clear that the program was not working: the reformist centres would not talk

to each other, never mind the WUL. Another possibility is that the Canadians had the

backing of Lozovsky, long a protagonist of Canadian trade union autonomy and

who was clearly aware that the liquidationist logic of trade union unity threatened

the RILU itself.
137

As to timing, the creation in October 1935 of the Committee for

Industrial Organization [CIO] inside the AFL opened up the very real prospect of a

dynamic drive to organize the very war industries the WUL had admitted it was un-

able to penetrate. There was, in short, a convincing objective case for returning to

the AFL.

Conclusions

Broadly speaking, Class Against Class did not thrust the CPC, CPGB, and CPUSA into

a German-style catastrophe, though in the case of the British and Canadian parties it
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undoubtedly did serious harm. By 1930 CPGB membership had plummeted to

2,500, while a plenum of the CPC Central Committee (which substituted for the reg-

ular two-yearly party convention — cancelled because the party was broke and

bleeding) announced a combined party-YCL membership of just over 2,000. Both

parties then recovered somewhat, but not until they emerged out of the Third Period

in 1933-34 did membership return to and surpass the peak levels of the 1920s. In all

three countries, Class Against Class tactics deeply divided the left. As late as Febru-

ary 1934, months after it had formed the League Against War and Fascism, the

CPUSA was still prepared to break up the Socialists’ Madison Square Garden protest

against Austrian Fascism, an action that had the Socialist New Leader labelling the

disrupters as “moral lepers.”
138

Part of the political legacy of Class Against Class

was the absence of a solid proletarian core from the ensuing Popular Front. If

rank-and-file Labour Party members in Britain and CCF members in Canada often

took Communist appeals for unity at face value, their leaders ensured that there

would be no (or minimal) formal cooperation at the top.
139

Nevertheless, where the two North American parties were concerned, far from

becoming more isolated from the class than in the 1920s, through their uncon-

strained immersion in the struggle to organize the unorganized they came into con-

tact with and to some extent mobilized the widest range of class forces since

1919-20. The same sectarian sense of mission that drove them to disgraceful at-

tacks on fellow socialists also drove them to work for objectives that went against

the national grain. They consciously set out to organize groups whom the craft un-

ions had often ignored or patronized — women, immigrants from Asia and south,

east, and central Europe, and (in the United States) African Americans — and in the

process burrowed into open-shop plants and established some of the salients from

which the CIO would move forward a few years later.
140

One of the ironies of the

Third Period is that the CPGB, perhaps the least sectarian of our three subjects,

achieved least on the industrial front. For all that it offered no real challenge to the

established jurisdictions or organizing methods of the most powerful craft and gen-
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eral unions, it could hardly have looked more like a rival to the TUC had it given the

Young Turks their head to pursue red unionism. Does the absence of the same com-

mitment to industrial unionism and organizing the unorganized that the North

American comrades possessed help explain why Britain failed to experience a mili-

tant upsurge among semi-skilled and unskilled factory proletarians comparable to

that which swept North America in 1936-37?
141

One does not have to look too hard at Communist parties in the Third Period to

see individual ingenuity, courage, dedication, and heroism. The TUUL’s attempts to

fuse racial and class struggle deserve recognition. While the red unions were too

weak to make a significant difference in the lives of many black workers, they did

more than any contemporary rival to break down African American distrust of un-

ions and force white workers to contemplate the not so hidden injuries of race and

racism. Over time, TUUL organizers overcame some of their earlier immaturity and

dogmatism by learning from the workers they were organizing how to manoeuvre

more sensitively around racial realities.
142

To the extent that the CIO was racially

egalitarian, some of the credit should surely go to the TUUL.
143

To turn round

Harvey Klehr’s critical comments on the NTWU’s insistence on playing the race

card even when black workers were absent, when they were present, red unions en-
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sured that they were not invisible.
144

The abundance of these positive qualities,

however, only suggests what might have been had they been harnessed to realistic

political projects and not to tactics and slogans that widened divisions in the labour

movement and saddled Communists with lasting reputations among many trade

unionists as “splitters” — a heavy burden in a movement instinctively drawn to

unity.
145

The British experience up to 1933 and the Canadian in 1935 (compared

with which the manoeuvrings of Sam Darcy and the humane flexibility of the Chi-

cago Control Commission are politically insignificant) show the limits of the

ECCI’s accommodation of national peculiarities. Set against Moscow’s record of

uprooting apparently entrenched national leaders, summoning others for political

re-education, using Lenin School graduates as a mobile political commissariat, and

installing compliant leaderships prepared to accept every twist and turn of the line

as the last word in Marxist theory, these three national experiences reveal no signif-

icant degree of autonomy or initiative from below. The very disposability of the red

union line showed that what really mattered was the power to make and break pol-

icy in the interests of Socialism in One Country. And as clear-eyed Communists

had recognized since 1929, the leaders of that country held all meaningful

power.
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